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- “the sum of all gender diversity articles”
- biographies, works, issues
- in all language Wikipedias
Depicts percentage of women's biographies, by language Wikipedia, as of 21 Nov 2018:

- English, 17.73%
- Welsh, 52.89%
- Tajik, 1.94%
Gender Diversity Visibility Community User Group
“It has been my philosophy of life that difficulties vanish when faced boldly.” -Isaac Asimov
"It is not women's inferiority that has determined their historical insignificance. It is their historical insignificance that has doomed them to inferiority." -Simone de Beauvoir
## WiR redlist index: Cartoonists

Welcome to WikiProject Women In Red (WiR). Our objective is to turn red links into blue ones. Our scope is women's biographies, women's works, and women's issues, broadly construed. **This list of red links** is intended to serve as a basis for creating new articles on the English Wikipedia. All new articles must satisfy Wikipedia's notability criteria; red links on this list may or may not qualify. Lists that are not updated by ListeriaBot (talk) need to be updated manually.

This table lists women cartoonists for which English Wikipedia lacks a biography article. It was generated using Wikidata for [Wikipedia:WikiProject Women/Women in Red](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikidata:List_of_red_links) and is periodically updated by ListeriaBot. **Edit the list** by adding a new row to this table. **Automatically update the list now** by [SPARQL](https://query.wikidata.org/#) or [Find images](https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata SPARQL). **Edits made in this section will be removed on the next update!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>image</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>country of citizenship</th>
<th>date of birth</th>
<th>date of death</th>
<th>place of birth</th>
<th>place of death</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>?lambiekurl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>井上栄摘</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Japanese mangaka</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1990-03-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q24036631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>Tatyania Ilyina</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>film director (*1960)</td>
<td>Soviet Union Russia</td>
<td>1960-07-25</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q4199502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1118</td>
<td>Yvette Gustafsson</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1984-03-31</td>
<td>Q10559565</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q15965203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Would you like some AI with that?
Pre-XX-c women writers, their works, reviews of the works

“Artificial Intelligence Toward a Kinder, Gentler Wikipedia At least for contributors. ORES wraps artificial intelligence for evaluating simple edits in an API, so other developers can use it to build new quality control tools.” By Brady Dale • 12/11/15

- WikiCite 2018
- Wikidata Human Gender Indicators (WHGI)
Images

- Slides 1, 15: Gamaliel [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 2: Strebe [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], from Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 3: WHGI. Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
- Slide 4: Science_books_in_Senate_House.jpg: Tom Morris derivative work: —Tom Morris [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 5: LiAnna Davis [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 6: Pax Ahimsa Gethen [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 7: Susan Barnum [CC0], from Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 8: WikiProject Women in Red
- Slide 9: EpochFail [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 10: Belle Hunt Shortridge [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 10: Unknown author [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 10: Copied from Holbein [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
- Slide 10: Fannie Casseday Duncan [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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